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HQ Restaurant 

"Stylish High-end Restaurant"

HQ is fine dining at its very best. This simple, straightforward, yet classy

restaurant is tucked away in Heritage Square on Shortmarket Street, Cape

Town. This almost Parisian restaurant is nothing if not elegant in every

way. It famously serves one meticulously prepared dish: sirloin,

accompanied by salad and French fries. There are also several delicious

desserts available. The very refined, European-styled restaurant also has a

bar with the best cocktails and fine wine Cape Town has to offer. Hq

makes for an unforgettably stylish dining experience.

 +27 21 424 6373  www.hqrestaurant.co.za/  info@hqrestaurant.co.za  100 Shortmarket Street,

Heritage Square, Cape Town

 by JFXie   

La Mouette Restaurant 

"Fireplaces and Fountains"

This restaurant was started in 2010 and is located in Sea Point. Its name

means seagull in French and was chosen because these birds are a

common sight near the restaurant. La Mouette Restaurant serves

authentic French cuisine along with a noticeable Mediterranean flair. Their

excellent food is paired with a careful selection of flattering wines. The

fountains in their outside courtyard can be enjoyed during the summer

while the fireplaces roar in the many dining rooms, in the winter.

 +27 21 433 0856  www.lamouette-

restaurant.co.za/

 reservations@lamouette.co

.za

 78 Regent Road, Cape Town

 by BurgTender   

de Becourt french delicatessen 

"Staple French Picks"

De Becourt is located on the busy Regent Road. It is often referred to by

another name ‘The real French delicatessen’. The gourmet restaurant lives

up to its name. Open from 9a to 5.30p, the restaurant ensures that all of

its food is ‘home-made’. The fresh meals are often unforgettable. Both the

mains as well as the desserts are very popular with the locals, especially

as the prices are affordable.

 +27 21 434 0058  77 Regent Road, Cape Town
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